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At SPE Review London, we strive to provide knowledge and
information to navigate our changing, and challenging, industry.
We trust you find this November issue of SPE Review London to be
useful, actionable and informative.
Find out how best to prepare for career transitions from Sarah
Pillar and Alix Chan – two savvy industry professionals who’ve
been there – page 4.
In the first of two technical features in this issue, ‘Price Woes:
Decommissioning maelstrom in the North Sea?’, Tim Haïdar,
Director of Content at Haruspex Analysis, asks (page 6): Is anyone
truly prepared?.
The second of this issue’s technical features starts on page 10, as
Tony Almond, discusses possible HSE challenges and implications
to maintain current levels of compliance, good practice and
performance.
Share in the London Young Professional’s enthusiasm for insights
on management consulting, and professional transitions - page 12.
Our regular features include: Meet the people ‘behind the scenes’:
The SPE Review Editorial Board (page 3), the SPE London Board
(page 13), and Month at a Glance on page 14.
Keep up to date with industry events and networking
opportunities, and the new ‘statistics on jobs’, all on Page 15.
Get noticed – write an article for SPE Review London, or
volunteer to speak at future events. For more information, or to
volunteer contact Patrick Davies, SPE London BD Chair (patrick.
davies@gmail.com).

ABOUT US
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit professional
association whose members are engaged in energy resources, development
and production. SPE serves more than 143,000 members in 141 countries
worldwide. SPE is a key resource for technical knowledge related to the oil and
gas exploration and production industry and provides services through its global
events, publications, events, training courses and online resources at www.spe.
org, as well as local chapters such as the SPE London section.
SPE London section publishes SPE Review London an online newsletter, 10 times
a year, which is digitally sent to its 3000+ members. If you have read this issue
and would like to join the SPE and receive your own copy of SPE Review London,
as well as many other benefits – or you know a friend or colleague who would
like to join – please visit www.spe.org for an application form.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the SPE. Extracts may
be reproduced subject to a clear acknowledgement of the source.

And don’t forget to check out our social media pages: Facebook,
Twitter, and Linkedin.
As always, this issue of SPE Review London offers the opportunity
to be educated, entertained and informed.

SPE LONDON SPONSORS 2017

CONTACTS
Communications: spelondon@spemail.org
CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Please go to: https://www.spe.org/member/access/MyAccount
The Society of Petroleum Engineers encourages open and objective discussion
of technical and professional subjects pertinent to the interests of the Society
in its publications. Society publications shall contain no judgmental remarks or
opinions as to the technical competence, personal character, or motivations of any
individual, company, or group. Any material which, in the publisher's opinion, does
not meet the standards for objectivity, pertinence, and professional tone will be
returned to the contributor with a request for revision before publication.
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Behind the Scenes: SPE Review Editorial Board
• Ph.D in Physics at Cambridge University.
• Joined Shell in 1986. Reservoir Engineer,
– hydraulic fracturing, pressure transient
analysis and reservoir simulation.
• 1997 - 2012: independent consultant
Jonathan Ovens covering the North Sea, North Africa and the
Middle East.
Chief Editor
• Experience ranges from Exploration and
Development planning through to Reserves Evaluation.
• 2013: Senior Reservoir Engineer at JX Nippon E&P (UK) Ltd.
• 2009 and 2015 served with SPE Europec Technical Committee.
Member of the SPE London Board.

• Principal Associate Petroleum Economist with
ERC Equipoise and Senior Associate Petroleum
Economist with RPS Energy.
• 22 years in oil and gas finance, + upstream
equity research analyst, and in valuation/
Ken Kasriel
business development with PwC.
Editor
• Co-author of papers for the Oil & Gas Journal
and SPE, and textbook on economic modelling.
• Taught at the IFP School (Institut français du pétrole).
• Graduated (Highest Honors) from the University of North Carolina
• Corporate Finance Programme of the London Business School.
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Josh Beinke
Editor

• Petroleum Engineer with 10 years prior
experience with Chevron Corporation, Origin
and Santos.
• Petroleum Engineering degree from the
University of Adelaide, Australia.
• Specialising in Well Test Analysis, Data Room
evaluation and numerous wellsite Production

Engineering roles.
• After spending the majority of his career in Australia, recently
broadened his horizons to include European and African assets.
• Currently, Production Engineer with Vermilion Energy.

• Editor and business writer, with 15+ years
experience in Canada, the US, and the UK.
• Editor for several trade and consumer
magazines (print and/online).
• Provides industry-related case studies, and
Ffion Llwyd-Jones detailed, research-driven B2B reports and
Designer
technical white papers.
• Accomplished photographer, and in-training videographer.
• Educated in Canada, and in the UK.
• Fluent in Welsh and English.
• BA (Hons) from The Open University.
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Careers in Transition
In September, the SPE London Section Continuing Education Committee ran a seminar on Careers in Transition, at Warwick
Business School, in the Shard, London. Many thanks to Adam Borushek and Mo Farrag for organizing the event, and to the
Warwick Business School for hosting. Speakers shared their insights, and SPE Review asked them some specific questions.
This is part of an occasional series – other contributions can be read in the September and October issues.

Sarah Piller, Development Geologist , and volunteer with London’s Air Ambulance.
Q: What motivated you to transition from one job to
another?
An office relocation back in April meant that
redundancy was looming.
Knowing it may be sometime before recruitment
picked up again in the oil industry, I knew I would have
some time on my hands.

Sarah Pillar, beside a London Air Ambulance helicopter

I was secure financially so was, therefore, able to
volunteer. I decided to approach a charity and
explained to them my situation. I indicated that my
support was likely to be temporary and they were very
understanding.

Q: What steps did you take to prepare for looking for work in your new area?
I initially thought about which charity. I believe having a true interest in their work is a big help. I wanted to work for a
small charity, London-focused, which was based relatively close to where I live. The charity which fitted well with all the
aforementioned criteria was London’s Air Ambulance.
Before approaching them I looked at their website and thought about how I could best help them. I concluded an officebased role in HQ would suit me best, but there were other options. I knew I didn’t want to work full time, so I offered
them two to three days a week.
Q: What barriers to transition did you face? To what extent did you consider these reasonable?
There were no barriers from the charity side. The only barriers were those I created myself – were any of my skills
useful or transferable? I quickly learnt that many of my ‘soft’ skills were very transferable. The way I approach a problem
and a challenge were two such attributes.
On starting to work for the charity, I quickly picked up the workings of several different databases, and use them
all frequently. I have carried out research projects, including collating, interrogating and presenting data. Being
inquisitive has led to finding other ways of doing things. A fresh pair of eyes from a different sector has helped.
Also my Excel and PowerPoint skills have come in very useful. One challenge for me has been dealing with the
public! Something a Development Geologist doesn’t have to do! But, in a way, this has led me to become more
empathetic, something useful for managing people and teams. Working on several different projects simultaneously in my
role as Geologist allows me to prioritise work loads and multi-task efficiently.
Q: What advice would you give to someone facing a transition ?
If you have the time and are able financially to volunteer – do it!
I think taking time out of your chosen sector and experiencing another is a great experience. Working for a charity really
does boost one’s moral. For me, it ended up having very positive consequences, as after a few months I was offered
paid employment and am currently on contract until Christmas. While staying in the Charity sector is not my long term
goal, it has given me the confidence back that being made redundant and out of work can slowly take away. It has also
demonstrated that what I originally thought were ‘niche’ untransferable skills actually are not.
Careers in Transitions continued on page 5
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Careers in Transition...cont’d
Alix Chan is a CFA Charterholder and an Investment Analyst with Quercus Investment Partners in London.
Q: What motivated you to transition from one job to another?
The energy industry is a crucial part of the economy. The industry as a
whole is resilient to economic forces and technological change, but
individual segments within the industry go through development cycles.
While I worked for IHS Markit, I was fortunate enough to work with many
leading researchers and economists, who focused on different parts of
the industry, which included colleagues from power and gas.
I became interested in the renewables sector, which went through a
tremendous transformation in the past five years.
I graduated as an engineer, and some part of me always felt that I would
benefit from more formal training in economics. This led me to enroll in a
MSc in Economics and Policy of Energy and Environment in UCL.
It was truly an eye-opener, enjoying not only access to leading academics
in energy economics, but also students from all around the world, who
bring with them a wealth of experience.
After gaining a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the energy
industry, I now truly believe in the long-term prospects of the Renewables
segment.
Alix Chan

Q: What steps did you take to prepare for looking for work in your new area?
The first step was to recognise the differences between the sectors. The cultural difference between the two Oil and Gas
and Renewables could be vast.
With over a hundred years of history, Oil and Gas is a very well established industry; there are more rules and precedents
to follow. The industry is more concentrated, and there is an emphasis on collaboration. Firms are typically larger, and the
career path is much more structured. In contrast, Renewables is relatively new; the sector is much more fragmented. It
grows very quickly, and at the same time consolidation is taking place rapidly.
Apart from these cultural differences, the skills required by the two sectors are similar in many ways. In my case, my
knowledge in project finance has been useful in both industries. Many of the risks we have to manage in E&P projects,
e.g., geopolitical risk, fiscal risk, etc., are also relevant to renewables. The lack of established best practice in renewables
project means that it is eager to learn from other segment and draw from other’s experience.
Q: What advice would you give to someone facing a transition ?
Be confident in yourself. Moving into a new sector means there are plenty of new things to learn, but your own
experiences in Oil and Gas will have plenty to offer any prospective employer.
On the other hand, you have to recognize that there is a lot to catch up. Focus on the longer term prospects when
finding your next role: does it fill a knowledge gap or some experience you are missing? Maybe those considerations
can compensate for a less than stellar pay rise when you make your move.
Once you found your next job, focus on growing your network in the field. I always found listening to people is the best
way to get up to speed quickly on the latest trends.
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Price Woes: Decommissioning
Maelstrom in the North Sea?
The oil price collapse has seen decommissioning rocket to the top of the
owner-operator agenda, but is anyone truly prepared?

Tim Haïdar

In the past 36 months, oil and gas companies have been rocked by prices that have dipped by as much as 70 per cent.
The value of a barrel of oil has plummeted below the break-even point in certain sectors, making vast swathes of the oil
and gas producing world unprofitable in the contemporary market (see below).
In the midst of the oil price rout, one
region in particular is feeling the bite.
With profitability predicated on prices
exceeding $60 in constancy, North Sea
oil and gas fields comprising the UK and
Norwegian Continental Shelves (UKCS,
NCS), have borne the brunt of job losses.
Operators and service companies alike
underwent huge culls: in the UK offshore hub of Aberdeen alone, up to
124,000 jobs were axedi. The Norwegian
sector shed some 30,000 personnel.
Daily Production (Mbpd)

Years of higher-than-break-even oil prices have prompted oil and gas companies to opt for wideranging life extension programmes. But as nosediving oil prices careened into ever more cost-intensive
maintenance of facilities on late-life fields, an industry-wide change of heart became evident. For the first time in the
history of North Sea oil production, the eyes of concerned C-suite executives are looking seriously at decommissioning
their ageing assets instead of extending their lifespans.
The ageing asset conundrum
According to a recent poll conducted by Oil & Gas IQ, 51 per cent of professionals in the North Seaii are working on
installations that are between 20 and 30 years old.
In the UK, the decommissioning of offshore oil and gas facilities is governed by the Petroleum Act 1998iii (adjusted by
The Energy Act 2008iv), which implemented Decision 98/3 of the OSPAR Conventionv for the protection of the marine
environment in the north-east Atlantic. OSPAR was adopted in 1992 and was ratified by the 16 representatives of its
contracting partiesvi in 1998.
The scale of the job ahead
As of 2015, there were 1357 offshore installations operating in the OSPAR maritime area, of which 545 are fixed steel
assets. Of these about 50% lie in UKCS waters.
Approximately 80 per cent of these fixed structures will come out of service by 2050 with an attendant cost of some
NOTE: Footnotes are hyperlinked
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Aberdeen wrestles with hard choices as independence looms again
Asset Integrity: Clear And Present Danger (Infographic)
Petroleum Act 1998
Energy Act 2008
OSPAR Convention
OSPAR Convention contracting parties
Continued on page 7
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Price Woes... cont’d
£47 billionvii for structures in the UKCS. If this is to come to pass, there are five hurdles that need to be vaulted in the short
to medium-term.
North Sea decommissioning is relatively uncharted
Up to this point, the decommissioning projects that have run their course in the North Sea have been on a relatively smallscale.
The decommissioning project initiated on the North West Hutton fieldviii, 130 km north-east of the Shetland Islands, is a
good example of the tasks at hand.
The project required the removal of the topsides and steel jacket for onshore reuse, recycling and disposal. The jacket
footings, drill cuttings pile, and import pipeline were to be left in place whilst the export pipeline was to have its protective
equipment removed ahead of trenching and burial.
The removal of the jacket alone necessitated 224 subsea cuts and 22 heavy lifts to remove 58 separate sections of topside.
Some things are just not decommissionable
Aside from the steel structures that form the skeleton of offshore assets, supermassive undersea concrete structures need
to be accounted for.
Since Phillips installed the first offshore concrete structure at the Ekofisk field
on the NCS in 1973ix, 51 other major offshore concrete structures have been
erected – 65 per cent of these in the North Seax.
With some of these structures weighing in excess of a quarter of a
million metric tonnes and standing in up to 350 metres of water, their size
and constitution have made them permanent features of the seabed.
Unlike the Rigs-to-Reefsxi practice that has turned decommissioned structures
into biotic habitats for sea-life in the United States, Brunei and Malaysia, the
OSPAR convention has barred moves towards this in the North Sea.
Even with innovations like the twin-hulled heavy-lifter Pioneering Spiritxii,
decommissioning in the classical sense is an impossibility with current
technological limitations. The best that can be hoped for is ensuring that
structures are safe and navigable for shipping and pose a minimal threat
in the future. For instance, North West Hutton’s jacket footings were shorn
to 95m below sea level in 2009xiii with the in-situ remnants subject to a
monitoring scheme.

A diver inspects coral growing on an oil
platform leg, Gulf of Mexico. (US Bureau
of Ocean Energy Management)

vii
viii
ix
x
xi
xii
xiii
xiv

Decommissioning notoriously goes over time and over budget
Examples from the nuclear industry – where decommissioning has been in
full swing for the past 30 years – have shown that the dismantlement of some
installations has outstripped the time it took to build them by as many as
five timesxiv.

OGA Decommissioning Strategy
BP - North West Hutton decommissioning project
The Ekofisk Complex
Offshore concrete structure listing
Rigs-to-Reefs (RTR)
Allseas Pioneering Spirit
NWH decommissioning programme close-out
The rising cost of decommissioning a nuclear power plant
Continued on page 8
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Price Woes... cont’d
Decommissioning costs that were initially slated at 10 to 15 per
cent of total construction spend have overshot that by a factor
of twenty.
The UK Oil & Gas Authority has estimated that the cost of future
decommissioning projects has an uncertainty range of plus or
minus 40 per centxv. With purse strings tight as it is, the probability
of significant cost overruns will fill most C-level decision makers
with dread.
Crew change and redundancies means a lack of experts in the
field
The 24 months since the oil price slide have seen as many as
440,000 redundancies worldwidexvi, as well as thousands of
early retirements for veterans with three decades and more
experience in their fields.
Combined with the fact decommissioning in the North Sea is a
comparatively unknown quantity, and both the cost and scope
Offshore installations in the North Sea. Orange dots
are existing platforms, purple dots are those platforms of work are almost certain to creep upwards during the project
cycle, one truth persists: an already limited pool of talent is
already decomissioned. Source: www.OSPAR.org
evaporating fast.
In addition, the skills of those with prior decommissioning experience may not be as transferable as they seem.
Any dismantlement work that has taken place in less than 100 metres of water in benign conditions may not be relevant
at three times that depth in the inhospitable murk of the North Sea.
Smaller players may have been wiped out
The most comparable equivalent we have with the most recent oil price drop, is the cratering that took place between
November 1985 and March 1986. In that five-month period, almost one third of all E&P companies in the US went out of
business.
By the end of 2016, 100 US companies had filed for bankruptcyxvii in oil-producing counties with a sub-$30 break-even
price. That is 50 per cent less than the harsh economic reality of the North Sea.
Government and industry players are justifiably anxious that some of the smaller operators may not be trading when the
time comes to meet their decommissioning responsibilities.
The insolvency of Tuscan Energy in 2005 brought into sharp relief the need to oblige companies on the UKCS and NCS to
make the appropriate plans for fulfilling their decommissioning burden.

According to some, North Sea oil production may be entering its last decadexviii. The maelstrom is no longer a
hypothetical cartographic feature, it is a deadly business reality.

xv
xvi
xvii
xviii

OGA - Decommissioning Basis of Estimate Template
More Than 440,000 Global Oil, Gas Jobs Lost During Downturn
Oil bankruptcies: 100 down, maybe 100 more to go
UK oil and gas reserves may last only a decade

Tim Haïdar, Director of Content at Haruspex Analysis, has written extensively on the technical and political aspects of
the energy industry since 2010, including in his tenure as Editor in Chief of online energy hub Oil & Gas IQ.
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Roxar is a brand of Emerson, and a global software leader in the integrated workflow spanning seismic
interpretation, reservoir characterization, 3D reservoir geological modeling, reservoir simulation, history
matching and production management.

SOLUTIONS.

Reservoir Simulation Developer
The growing use of Roxar’s Tempest MORE reservoir simulator means we are
expanding the development team in Oxford UK. If you have a proven track
record in simulator development and want to make a real difference by working in a small group on a code that is used across the world please contact us.
Areas of interest include advanced well modeling, compositional simulation,
enhanced oil recovery and solver programming.
Contact Amandeep.Bedi@Emerson.com or call +44 1865 71 28 28 for more
details. For more information and application please visit Emerson Career
pages.

www.Emerson.com/Roxar
©2017 Emerson. All rights reserved.
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HSE in the Shale Gas Sector
The onshore oil and gas industry has a good health and safety record. However, maintaining
current levels of compliance, good practice and performance may become challenging in the
years ahead. Tony Almond explains.

Tony Almond

Britain’s Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has been regulating the onshore oil and gas industry since the mid-1990s. The
industry has a good safety record and for the most part industry leaders recognise the importance of good health and
safety management.
However, if the industry develops in the next few years it will face challenges to maintain the current levels of compliance,
good practice and performance. Any expansion of the oil and gas sector, particularly into shale gas, could see new companies enter it, and the industry will require strong leadership to gain public and political confidence.

Regulatory landscape for unconventional gas
OGA awards exclusive licence after open competition

HSE
•

•

Scrutiny before
operations
• Well design &
construction
• Independent
verification
Safety of drilling
operations

County Council

EA/SEPA/NRW
•
•

Abstraction licences
Environmental permits

Planning permission (public
consultation)
Statutory
consultee

Trafc, noise, visual intrusion,
nature conservation…

OGA checks for HSE, environmental and
planning consents, issues well consent
Well

Figure 1: Regulatory
Framework
for unconventional gas
Figure 1: Regulatory
Framework
for unconventional
gas

New operators and their workforces
may lack experience of the health
and safety regime, and the increase
in numbers of well sites may also
present resource challenges that
must be addressed by the regulators.
Nevertheless HSE will expect to see
continued willingness from the industry to accept its responsibilities, to
understand the regulatory framework
(see Figure 1), and deliver those responsibilities consistently and effectively.
Maintaining the right level of focus
on health and safety will require
operators and regulators to work
together to ensure the hazards and
risks are properly understood and are
being managed appropriately.

In Britain, those who create health and safety risks are legally responsible for managing and controlling them, not the
regulator.
The regulator’s role is to robustly challenge operators to demonstrate that they are in control of their risks, and to
influence, stimulate, and where appropriate, force the industry to improve. HSE approaches its work in a targeted,
proportional, consistent and transparent way.
There is often a tension between the regulator and the regulated, but it must be a creative tension to drive improvements
and ensure good health and safety performance.
To that end, HSE is already working with the industry’s representative body, United Kingdom Onshore Oil & Gas (UKOOG),
to set up an effective onshore oil and gas leadership group. HSE’s specialists also actively help and encourage industry to
adopt good practice standards and we work with UKOOG and Oil and Gas UK on these.
Our health and safety regime is based on goal setting. This gives operators and other duty holders a clear objective to be
legally achieved rather than a list of detailed duties. This is complemented by a robust system of checks and balances to
ensure that oil and gas wells are constructed, operated, maintained and finally decommissioned in such a way that there
is no unplanned release of fluids from them, so far as reasonably practicable – what we call well integrity.

Continued on page 9
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HSE in the Shale Gas Sector... cont’d
Our main concern is ensuring operators manage the risks to well integrity throughout the lifecycle of the well. This doesn’t
happen by accident. Goal-setting regulation forces operators to think about how they will plan and carry out their work.
A well is a complex engineered structure most of which is underground and so cannot be visually inspected. That’s why
the health and safety regime is focused on scrutiny of key activity on the well, from design and construction, operation,
maintenance and ultimately decommissioning to ensure well integrity risks are being managed.
Before any drilling takes place operators must submit a detailed notification to HSE. This is a legally required document
that sets out how the well will be operated throughout its life cycle, and our wells inspectors scrutinise it closely. If the
design is poor or we have any other concerns, these will be picked up and the operator will have to make more effort to
assure us that risk is being well managed.
Operators also have to appoint an independent and competent well examiner who provides additional quality control.
HSE scrutinises the well’s construction through operations reports. These are submitted to HSE each week by the operator
and set out the activity on the well, including well integrity tests, depth and diameter of the boreholes and casings, and
details of the pressure in the well and any stability issues. The notification and weekly operations reports system is tried
and tested and has proven to be effective both onshore and offshore.
Public perceptions
The proposed introduction of high volume hydraulic fracturing to GB and the protests against it has given HSE a further
challenge. Generally we enjoy a high degree of credibility and public trust. We are seen as professional and independent
regulators, offering great advice and taking action where workers are put in danger. But some activists feel HSE should be
more visibly ‘on-site’.
We have therefore spent a lot more time engaging with and reassuring the public about what we do. These ‘meet the
regulator’ events take place in areas where drilling licences have been awarded and we run them with colleagues in the
Environment Agency, Public Health England, The Oil and Gas Authority and local authorities. While we may not convince
everyone, the events are well received and people have an opportunity to ask us questions face-to-face.
Most public concerns focus on environmental impacts and although HSE has no formal responsibility for the
environment it is clear that well integrity is also vital for environmental protection – if you keep the hydrocarbons in the
well and associated pipework to protect the workers, you will also provide protection for the environment.
We have a formal working-together agreement with the Environment Agency to jointly regulate well sites including joint
visits.
As with other high hazard industries HSE will continue to influence the industry to be more transparent about their health
and safety performance. The industry will not earn its ‘social licence to operate’ by seeming secretive or closed.
So is fracking safe? If operators adequately manage and control the risks that are inherent in any extraction of
hydrocarbons, yes. We expect operators to identify, profile and manage their major hazard risks in a systematic way, and
to comply with their legal duties.
We expect operators as creators of risk to move beyond minimum standards, and be constantly vigilant.
This is an industry with the potential to kill and severely injure people if the risks aren’t managed appropriately.

As a regulator we also keep our regime under review to ensure we remain a proactive and effective
regulator with the competence and resources to deliver our responsibilities, and to challenge and influence the
industry and hold it to account.
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Young Professionals Evening of Insights,
Enthusiasm and Networking
At the first offical event of the 2017/2018 season, YPs took the opportunity to quiz
industry experts on future challenges, transitions, and opportunities.
At our first official event of 2017/2018, 26 SPE YP members
and students alike descended upon the offices of Boston
Consulting Group(BCG) in Manchester Square, for an
evening of insight on Management Consulting, and
transitioning from a specialist technical background to a
more generalist consulting one.
The evening began with a casual networking session,
allowing the participants to meet each other and the
speakers. The speakers were Oil and Gas industry
professionals, with more than 14 years combined
service company experience.
The talk began with a case study on Decommissioning, which delved into the analytical and data driven solutions that
BCG provide to their clientele such as small, mid-sized and large operators and service companies, allowing them to
efficiently undergo the decommissioning process at the lowest cost possible. A stark notion from the evening was that the
UK seems to be behind the queue of more efficient and active decommissioning countries such as Mexico and the U.S. BCG
expects this to change as more and more fields in the North Sea deplete and hence initiate the process of divesting and
decommissioning. [Editor’s Note: See Tim Haïdar’s article on page 7.]
The next section was a Roundtable discussion, where attendees asked intriguing questions regarding the case study, and
on life as a BCG consultant. BCG consultants answered many questions thrown at them from YP members: “Did they find
the skills they learned from previous technical roles added value?” “Was it was possible to remain in the Oil and Gas
Industry, or try out a new industry in consulting?”
The candid and direct delivery of this part of the evening was particularly appreciated by our members; the panel members
were infectious in their enthusiasm and passion for their work and company, and proved a valuable resource for budding
management consultants.
The biggest take away from the evening was: ‘Consultants are masters of everything’ – Anthony Maina (Consultant).
As always, the night ended with a friendly networking session with drinks and finger food provided by BCG.
SPE YP London would like to thank Boston Consulting Group for their kind support in organising and hosting this event.

Calling all young professionals in the petroleum industry!
SPE YP London committee is actively looking for volunteers to join the
team for the year 2017/2018
Every year, we organise technical events, workshops and webinars to ensure
your career in the Oil and Gas Industry is educational and productive!
To do this, we need volunteers to help us coordinate these events, which is also a great chance to
network and meet some great people.
Interested? Please email: speyplondon@gmail.com OR PewekarA@rpsgroup.com
Learn more about us and the committee members: http://connect.spe.org/london/committees/
youngprofessionals116
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Meet the SPE London Board
SPE is a non-profit professional society with 164,000 members in 143 countries.
SPE London Section, with average 2000 members and seven associated student
chapters, is an active section with an aim to connect, engage and promote exchange of
knowledge within London energy community of technical and commercial
professionals. The SPE London Board is the policy-making and governing body consisting
of volunteers who devote their time to oversee many of SPE London’s administrative and
operating responsibilities.

Carolina Coll
Chair

Richa
Chair Elect

Miles Cudmore
Past Chair

Secretary/Comms Co-chair

Olga Bradulina

Cleone Butler
Treasurer

Maxim Kotenev
Comms Co-Chair

Tim Lines
Programme Chair

Adrian Southworth
Sponsorship

Adam Borushek
Cont. Education Co-chair

Patrick Davies
Cont. Education Co-Chair

Isabel Asenjo
Women in Energy Chair

Kanad Kulkarni,
Student Chapters Liaison

Abrar Pewekar
Young Professional Chair

Jonathan Ovens
Director, Editor SPE Review

Anthony Perry
Director

Arnaud Mille
Long Term Planning

Alain Gringarten
Director
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Month at a Glance
The SPE London Introduction to E&P (on 21st November at the Geological Society, Burlington
House), aimed to educate non-technical people in the wide and varied aspects of our industry.

Graham Sheedy
discusses Facilities
Engineering

Adam Borushek (Continuing Education
Co-Chair) talks to participants

Lamé Verre discusses Petroleum Economics

Ian Hutchinson discusses Drilling
and Petrophysics
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Thanking Dr Mike Ala for discussing
Geoscience topics

Geof Boyd discusses Offshore Safety

Miles Cudmore (Past Chair)
talks to participant
http://london.spe.org/home

EVENTS
NEWS / LISTINGS

EVENTS: Upcoming events 2017/2018
27 November 2017 (St Andrews, UK)
Offshore Decommissioning Conference 2017
Since its inauguration four years ago, Petroleum Pioneers: Future of North Sea Oil & Gas has developed into
a key date on the UKCS calendar. Providing a strategic overview of activity in the basin it brings together
operators and key decision makers to share insights and strategy for future development. Presentations
from senior decision makers at Statoil, Nexen, Maersk Oil, Hurricane Energy and many more.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2s4lVZR
29 November 2017 (London, UK)
Cyber Security—Oil, Gas, Power 2017
ACI’s Cyber Security – Oil, Gas, Power Conference will bring together key stakeholders from energy majors
and technology industries, to discuss the challenges and opportunities found in the current systems. The
conference will also promote essential collaboration between decision makers and technology experts, in
order to streamline solutions to resist cyber threats and attacks.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2dBDN7c
20 February 2018 (London, UK)
International Petroleum Week 2018
International Petroleum (IP) Week, hosted by the Energy Institute (EI) is a renowned and highly respected
event where leaders from the global oil and gas industry share their wealth of knowledge and experience
with fellow experts over three days of conferences, seminars, roundtables and social events.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2Bcgs81
27 February (Aberdeen, Scotland)
SPE International North Sea Symposium
Decommissioning: This stream of the symposium will consider how the decommissioning process is
considered during the development of operational safety cases, how the decommissioning process is
assessed, and how the ongoing decommissioning safety process is managed.
HSE in a new business reality: HSE in a New Business Reality will look at how the industry can be
transformed by us, by collaborating to develop smarter, leaner and safer ways to deliver greater
productivity. We will also discuss what we can control, technology and solutions for bringing energy to the
world in a safe and efficient manner.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2mSCMQZ
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Society of Petroleum Engineers
Guide to Membership

Career-Enhancing. Conferences.
Workshops. Forums. Certification.
Training courses. Webinars.
Technical papers. Global online
networking. Journal of Petroleum
Technology® magazine. Benefits.

Access to our vast collection of technical resources is
just one of many benefits of membership.
Join the Society of Petroleum Engineers, a not-for-profit professional association
that serves a growing worldwide membership in the E&P industry. SPE is a key
resource for technical knowledge providing publications, events, training courses,
and online resources.
To learn more and become a member, visit www.spe.org/join.

Join SPE. Stay relevant.

